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Abstract

The notion that information moves
through social networks has been widely
discussed[3], however, with the growing
availability of large digital corpora, the
ability to quantitatively model this phe-
nomenon is new. To this end we explore
a large corpus of online news quotations
looking for cases of noisy reproduction
and the factors which influence such noise.
An essential step in this process is distin-
guishing mutational variants from entirely
independent but similar quotations. Given
that the question of whether two quotes
really were derived from the same original
utterance cannot be known with complete
certainty, it is not immediately apparent
how to make progress on such a task. Our
appraoch is twofold: On the one hand we
attempt to frame the problem in terms
of supervised learning, annotating data
using Mechanical Turk. On the other
hand, we approach the problem more from
the perspective of unsupervised clustering,
projecting the data into a variety of metrics
which allows us to test and extend our
linguistic intuitions about the dataset.

1 Introduction

For the sake of this project, we restrict our attention
to the inspection of quote distance metrics. Such
distance metrics can serve as the basis for arbitrarily
complex clustering algorithms, as in [5, 4], and they
also provide a relatively direct way to test linguistic
intuitions. In the spirit of the formal definition of
a metric, we primarily test our distance metrics on
pairs of quotes, ignoring the more global implications
like transitivity for the moment.

The first component of this project involved sort-
ing this large set of quote pairs by various distance
metrics and hand-inspecting the results. In this way
were were able to confirm and reject a several plau-
sible hypothesis regarding mutations of online new
quotes. In general, our results are mostly negative,
suggesting that noisy reproductions in the news are
less frequent than originally expected. While the
rejection of such socialogical and linguistic assump-
tions is useful, we wanted to provide a systematic
way to ensure that we were in fact looking at the
right dimensions of variation, or to at least distin-
guish between the usefulness of the metrics which
we proposed.

The design of a sensible evaluation scheme consti-
tutes the second significant component of this work.
This task presents two main obstacles. While a hu-
man reader consecutively reading two news articles
on the same subject might easily tell when two dif-
ferent quotations are in fact variants of one another,
it is much less obvious how to confidently reject two
quotes as being variants of one another. The second
issue arises more as a feature of the dataset. We only
have access to the quotes themselves and thus can-
not use any of the contextual information present in
the article and webpage. Were we able to view the
original new article in its entirety, it is likely that a
human could make much more confident estimates
about common quote origins.

Despite these callenges, we decided that human
evaluation was still our best option and provides a
reasonable baseline against which to compare our au-
tomated distance metrics. For example, a pair of
quotes with edit distance one, which di!er in only s
single semantically distinct word, could easily be mis-
taken to be variants of the same quote by an edit dis-
tance metric, but would be immediately picked out
by a human evaluator as semantically incompatible.
We annotate quote pairs as plausible variants of a
single original utterance using Amazon’s Mechanical



Turk and then compare these annotations with the
result of a rudimentary clustering algorithm based
on each metric on its own.

2 Dataset

The dataset for this work is taken from a large corpus
of mainstream news web sites and blogs, collected as
part of the MemeTracker project [5]. This amounts
to a large set of text files which, for each webpage
record the url, date of publication, any quotations,
and any outgoing url link, where the date of publica-
tion corresponds to the time at which the page was
pushed to an RSS feed. While most of the pages are
in English, a significant proportion are in Spanish
and French and even several less common languages
like Bahasa Indonesia.

Interestingly these rarer languages seemed to show
up disproportionately in the set of close but non-
identical quote pairs. For example, the following
Indonesian phrases, which literally translates to “a
technique of buying a home without capital,” all
showed up many times in the corpus.

“teknik membeli rumah tanpa modal”

“ada teknik membeli rumah tanpa modal”

“mau tahu teknik membeli rumah tanpa
modal”

“mau tahuteknik membeli rumah tanpa
modal”

We suspect that this result might be due to a dif-
ferent use of quotation marks in other languages, as
this quote, when taken literally, seems unlikely to
have been a real persons statement. Another plau-
sible explanation is that these quote vairations are
the result of a less standardized orthography. This
situation seems to arise in places in which the the
national written language is learned as second lan-
guage for many speakers. Another source of compli-
cation when dealing with foreign languages results
from the fact that non-ascii characters have been re-
placed with spaces. All of this is to say that the prob-
lem of disambiguating quotes is very language spe-
cific and therefore we only focus on English quotes,
though non-english quotes are still in the data, and
make up edges in the link graph.

It is also worth noting that the dataset is extremely
large. One month’s worth of compressed quote data
is approximately 1GB and consists of approximately
10 million webpages. We had access to data from
2008 to the present, but never constructed a single
graph from the entirety of the quotes, due to time
and memory constraints.

3 Methodology

3.1 Graph Generation

To better focus on requotation and reference in on-
line news, we wanted to bias our dataset towards
well connected web pages. That is, we looked for a
collection of webpages which had at least one link
to other webpages in the corpus. By filtering out
any pages which did not contain any quotes or links
to other pages in the corpus, we were able to sig-
nificantly reduce the pages under consideration to
approximately 300,000 per month. This significantly
reduced the computational costs of our algorithm.
Moreover, this filtering has the e!ect of reducing the
number of connected components, making for more
informative structural properties like shortest path
length.

3.2 Test Pair Generation

The goal however is not just to generate a graph
but to extract quote pairs. This requires first
choosing a node pair and then a quote pair form
the list of quotes associated with that page. As
this space is combinatorially large, for most of
our trials, we take random samples on the order
of hundreds of thousands of unique pairs of form
<node:quote,node:quote> . This approach is still
somewhat problematic however, because we are of-
ten looking for quote pairs which are statistically un-
likely. One solution, is to restrict the set of pairs to
be bewteen pages published near one another. We
stumbled upon this after noticing a worsening in re-
sults upon increasing the size of our test file. Because
the test files are ordered by publication time, we were
getting a small subset of articles all published within
the same few hours of one another, which as we might
expect, were about a much more homogenous set of
topics.

While the generation of a million random quote
pairs may have su"ced for our automated metrics,
we obviously did not want to be giving mechanical
workers entirely random pairs. Our initial approach
was to use a simple automatic metric like character
edit distance to sort the set of sampled pairs and
then use only the most similar pairs for Mechani-
cal Turk Evaluation. Unfortunately, this approach
simply did not yield enough quote pairs which were
remotely similar. After a significant amount of time
spent tuning this sorting algorithm we came to the
conclusion that the quote in which were interested
were just less common than we had expected. By
sorting the data by a variety of distance metrics and
reruning the sample on di!erent files of the course of
several days in combination with grepping the data



files by hand, we finally assembled a meager set of
30 possible quote pairs which weren’t so obviously
unrelated that it would be foolish to as a turker to
annotate them. This is the data set used for our
evaluation discussion below.

3.3 Distance Metrics

We experimented with various metrics in order to
determine if two quotes are in fact derived from the
same original utterance. Our design choices in mak-
ing these distance metrics were largely informed by
linguistic ituition about misquotation. We incorpo-
rated these metrics into an rudimentary clustering
technique that is based on thresholds. Additional
deatils about this are forthcoming in section 3.5.
Later, we evaluted these quote pair clustering against
mechanical turk annotations. Throughout the paper,
in the results section and the subsequent analysis, we
dig deeper into each metric and analyse and compare
one metric to others in the hopes that such an anal-
ysis will provide some linguistic insight.

3.4 Gold Standard Quote Pairs

We used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk in order to gen-
erate a set of gold standard quote clusters. Mechan-
ical Turk is frequently used by members of the NLP
community for obtaining data that is both cheap and
reliable[6]. We asked each worker to look at a set
of quote pairs and determine whether a given pair
of quotes, they are similar enough as to make them
believe they originated from the same source. For
each quote pair we had three unique workers sub-
mit answers and then used a merging algorithm to
determine the concensus result. The merging algo-
rithm simply looked for a majority vote. Workers
were paid USD $0.05 per five quote pairs. We plot
the distribution of consensus Mechanical Turk result
in Figure 1.

Note that for the purposes of the evaluation we
treated quote pairs annotated by workers as ’possi-
bly’ as ’no’.

3.5 Threshold Based Clusters

As noted above, a distance metric can be incorpo-
rated into an arbitrarily complex clustering algo-
rithm. While we are not interested in the develop-
ment of such algorithms here, we still need to use the
gold standard quote pairs to evaluate our metrics.
While we technically have a scale along which work-
ers can place quotes (’yes’, ’possibly’, ’no’) the con-
sistency of this annotation is di"cult to determine.
To measure the similarity between turker annotation
and automated metrics, we then used a simple bi-
nary classification scheme as the basis for evaluation.

  

























Figure 1: Mechanical Turk Results

To turn out distance metrics into classifications we
just thresholded the metrics at the point which max-
imized the F1 score. While some sort of hold out set
would have been ideal, the size of our data set made
this infeasible. As an example, with a charcter edit
distance threshold of 10 any two quotes less than
10 edits from one another are considered to be the
same original quote. Using the pairs resulting from
the gold standard annotation mentioned above, we
can then compute precision and recall statistics for
each metric. It is important to note that the pair-
ings generated using this threshold method are in no
way meant to be rigorous machine learning results
but rather they are meant to serve as the basis for
informally comparing our distance metrics.

3.6 Threshold Tuning

In the previous section we metioned that we created
clusters based on quote pairs having some metric
value below a certian threshold. In order to find
this treshold value, in the way that maximizes the
results against the annotated task, we sort the gold
standard quote pairs and try out di!erent threshold
values on the bounadires between the di!erent pairs.
At the end, we are left with the treshold value that
partitions the cluster in a way that is maxmizes the
F1 score.

4 Results

We present the precision, recall, and F1 scores in
Table 1.

5 Discussion

In this section we discuss and evaluate the results
presented in the previous section. The discussion



Metric Prec Recall F1
CharEdit 0.50 0.33 0.4
WordEdit 0.71 0.45 0.56

ShortestPathLen 0.63 0.5 0.56
Temporal Di! 0.18 0.25 0.21

Table 1: Metric Performance

starts o! with analysis that is specific to each met-
ric and then follows with some general notes on the
types of quotation variants which these metrics iden-
tified. As we discuss each metric, our goal is to dig
deeper and reveal some linguistic insights and see
how these in turn help better explain the results.

5.1 Metric Specific Analysis

5.1.1 Character and Unigram Edit Distance

As one can observe in Table 1, the character edit
distance metric performs worse than others. To in-
vestigate possible reasons as to why that is the case
we must begin with the ituition that motivated us to
use this metric in the first place. With a metaphor
of genetic mutation in mind, we expected many of
the variants to be due to unintentional reproduction
errors such as typos or small grammatical mistakes.
Such di!erences can be captured well by character
edit distance. Consider the table and plot shown
in Figure 2. Note the sparsity in counts for char-
acter edit distances less than 7. When generating
this plot, we recorded edit distances for over 300,000
quote pairs so it is quite astonishing that there are
barely any misquotations in the form of spelling er-
rors or other reproduction errors.

If we conceptualize quote reproduction as a game
of telephone, this result is sensible. For, if we mishear
someone, we rarely invent entirely new words to suit
the acoustic signal, but rather map this acoustic sig-
nal to the some set of preexisting words, with which
we are familiar with. Realistically this is probably
the result of automatic spell checkers which have now
become ubiquitous. Counts begin to pick up around
edit distance 7, however suggesting that misquotions
occur at the word level (which makes sense given the
average word length in our corpus was 4.5). Whether
this process is occuring at the point of human inter-
pretation or through automatic spell checkers, this is
an essential lesson to take from exploration of quote
variants: changes occur in some window of granular-
ity. To small a granularity and the new variant will
be quickly recognized as non-sense, too large a gran-
ularity and the very topic of a quote may be lost. As
a follow up, we decided to investigate this suggestion
by implenting a word level edit distance metrics. The

Count Character Edit Distance
0 336
1 0
2 3
3 0
4 0
5 19
6 66
7 733
39 65653

(a) Character Edit Distance Counts
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Figure 2: Character Edit Distance Analysis



Count Word Ed Norm. Char Ed
0 336 336
1 45 24
2 5050 9036
3 207228 77656
4 203706 162826
5 252123 125287
25 30652 —s

(a) Word Edit Distance Counts
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Figure 3: Word Edit Distance Analysis

histogram for unigram word edit distances is shown
in Figure 3.

As one can observe, there is a much greater fre-
quency of quote pairs with lower word edit distance
than character edit distance, but this is simply the
result of a single word edit corresponding to mul-
tiple character edits. In an attempt to compare
these distributions more meaningfully, next to each
word edit distance dw, we aggreggated the number
of quote pairs with the character distance dc such
that 5(dw ! 1) < dc < 5dw. For the first few word
edit entries, this serves as an estimated lower bound
on the number of necessary word edits. If a pair of
quotes are 3 character edits apart, then they can be
no less than 1 word edit distance, and two quotes are
7 character edits apart, then they are unlikely to be
less than 2 word edits apart.

A key question to answer with this comparison is
whether most of the variation is in a"xes like con-
jugation or case marking, or whether these changes
are full words. The fact that the aggregated charac-
ter edit counts tend to be higher is likely a result of
character edit distance finding a quicker path of edits
between the two quotes than word edit distance due
to overlapping substrings. Take as an example, the
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Figure 4: Temporal Distance vs Average Word Dis-
tance for Large Size Data

quote pair,

“What’s the point if you can’t extort”

“What they like most about the holidays is”

.While very di!erent in words we can easily trans-
form “the” in to “they” without making 4 character
edits. In cases like this however, the character edit
distance strays significantly from the semantic simi-
larity of the quotes. When a human reads those two
quotes, the similarity between “the” and “they” does
not make the quotes any more likely to variants of
one another. For this reason, we would expect word
edit distance to do better when compared to Me-
chanical Turk evaluation and we can see that this is
case by looking at Table 1.

5.1.2 Temporal Distance

The last metrics we use attempted to analyze the
signficance of temporal relationship between article
publication. We initially assumed that the shorter
the time between one publicatio of a quote and an-
other, the higher the fidelity of the reproduction.
The results for this metric are the worst of any metric
we experimented with when evaluated against Me-
chanical Turk annotations, though this is not sur-
prising given the coarseness of the distance metric.
Nonetheless, we were able to draw some interest-
ing conclusions from the general relationship between
temporal distance and linguistic metrics.

Figure 4 shows the correlation between tempo-
ral distance and word edit distance for a very large
dataset containing about a million quote pairs. This
figure suggests that the sheer amount of quotes gen-
erated is so large and so diverse that considering the
timestamp on the quote alone is not a good predic-
tor for similar quotes. This explains the poor results
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Figure 5: Temporal Distance vs Average Word Dis-
tance for Specific Event Quotes

previously shown. Even so, one would still expect
that if two quotes were somewhat similar in content
(i.e. the pair was not randomly chosen), the fact that
they were reproduced in close proxmity might indi-
cate that they are infact reproduction of the same
utterance. We decided to manually gather quotes
from a specific news event and plot the temporal dif-
ference as a function of average word edit distance to
see if we can force the quotes to be similar enough as
to see how well does temporal distance predict word
distance. This figure in fact confirms our expecta-
tion that temporal di!erence should be useful when
combined with others.

5.1.3 Shortest Path Length

On the intuition that pages near one another on
the link graph might be more like to discuss the
same topic, we examined the e!ect of link distance
on quote similarity. We brought two basic assump-
tions to this question. On the one hand, we expect
that pages which are close in the link graph are more
likely to be topically related, say discussing a similar
topic, and therefore more likely to contain related
quotes. However because we are looking for non-
identical pairs, we also expect something like norms
to have an e!ect on local inconsistencies. In other
words, if two pages are near one another on the link
graph, then their authors are more likely to read the
other’s page, and mimic the variant which the other
used. Figure 6a shows the average edit distance per
link graph shortest path length. However, the odd
shape in the middle of the graph suggested that many
of the path length bins were sparse, which we con-
firmed upon closer examination. We plot the his-
togram of link graph shortest path lengths in Figure
6b.
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5.2 General Analysis

While our aim in using mechanical turk was to intro-
duce an objective baseline againts which to compare
our metrics, in the end it may have introduced more
noise than it was worth. It is important to note that
the results reported in Table 1 are very much de-
pendent on the worker’s responses. It is not entirely
clear whether the mechanical turk results should be
treated as proper gold standard annotation for sever
reasons. First, we should note that on many of the
quote pairs, the workers disagreed with our proposed
answer. This means that the workers answered in a
way that we did not predict. Second, despite our
attempt to catch workers who abused the system by
having multiple workers annotate each quote pair, it
seems that many workers selected an answer far too
fast than possible if they really gave it just consid-
eration. Many workers took less than 10 seconds to
annotate 5 independent quote pairs.

Ultimately the product of this work has been to
familiarize ourself with the very question of quote
disambiguation. The main result from this has been
to recognize that these variations are in fact far less
frequent than originally expected, and partly due to
the sparisty, especially di"cult to resolve as variants
of one another. Perhaps the most interesting finding
have been anecdotal. For example, we found several
quotes which di!ered only in stutterings or hesitation
sounds. For example consider the pair:

“there was no rage or anything he was just
like a robot stabbing”

“there was no rage or or anything he was
just like a robot stabbing the guy”

or

“vamos a eliminar todas las escuelas pri-
marias precarias”

“vamos a eliminar todas las escuelas pri-
marias eh precarias”

The quotes are almost surely in reference to the same
original event, but likely correspond to di!erent tran-
scriptions. Somewhat reassuringly, these are exactly
the type of changes which we admit journalists the
right to make.

An even more interesting case of quote similarity is
a pair which involves a reasonably significant gram-
matical transformation

“when he was attacking him he was calm it
was like he was at the beach”

“when he was attacking him he was calm
like he was at the beach”

After a bit of internet video sleuthing, it became clear
that this example was actually from two di!erent
interviews of the same person, regarding a brutal
decapitation on a trans-Candadian Greyhound bus
[1, 2]. This possibility is especially interesting case,
because it brings up the question of where the mu-
tation occured. It might have been in the speakers
head, in the transcription of an interview, or in the
quoting of a news article by a blog. These di!erent
contexts for mutation o!er an interesting view into
the substructure of this problem.

6 Future Work

This work is primarily exploratory in nature; pro-
viding experience with the data such that we can
create more realistic hypotheses. Perhaps the most
significant task ahead of us is to reframe the scale on
which we search for quote pairs. With more time, we
would have liked to create link graphs spanning mul-
tiple months and sample even more pairs of quotes.
The very question of the relationship between the fre-
quency of non-identical quote variants and the num-
ber of pairs examined will be an interesting question
to further investigate. In the case where a more ex-
haustive search does in fact result in more quotes,
we will also look into a more rigorous use of gold-
standard annotation. As we have framed the prob-
lem now, it is essentially one of binary classification
for which we could use any number of more com-
plex algorithms. This step is especially important,
because it will allow use to easily combine informa-
tion from the webgraph and the linguistic data into
a single estimate of quote identity.
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